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ZANDVLEI PROTECTED AREA
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

MINUTES

MEETING HELD AT THE IMPERIAL YACHT CLUB / ZANDVLEI SPORTS CLUB, MUIZENBERG ON
WEDNESDAY 12 December 2018

Present: Angus Hemp (AH) Marina da Gama Association (MDGA)

Andy Killick (AMK) Geology specialist, recreational fisherman
Anthony Roberts (AR) CTEET
Andrew Taylor (AT) CoCT Water & Sanitation branch
Bernelle Verster (BV) Chair, ZPAAC
Cherry Gilham (CG) Friends of Park Island
Dalton Gibbs (DG) CoCT Biodiversity branch
Dave Jubb (DJ) Marina da Gama Association (MDGA)
Gavin Lawson (GL) Cape Bird Club (CBC)
Kyran Wright (KW) Manager, ZENR
A. Lathif Gafoor (LG) Ward 64 civic
Nyanisa Tshaya (NT) DEA & DP, Coastal Management 
Julia Wood (JW) CoCT, BMB

 Apologies Peter Kruger   (PK)                    The Zandvlei Trust (TZT)
Abdulla Parker (AP)                  CoCT TCT – will attend meeting once a year, still 
on mailing list and can respond via email
Gillion Bosman
Neil Armitage
Mike Miller (MM)                        PenCC – recently changed emails and did not get 
notification

Invited: Alan Cameron (AC) Places Plus – Dream Zandvlei project
Thomas Leach (TL) son of Julia Wood, Scouts project

Item Action by

Meeting opened: 14h10

1. Welcome:  Extended to all by Bernelle Verster

2. Attendance Register:   Signed by all.

3. Minutes of previous meetings:  Matters Arising:  Discussed as moved through agenda

PAAC ACTION: Ask for a fixed date when the follow up mallard culling will happen to break 
the cycle. And then can consider re-populations of native birds
Person now appointed in the position for the Invasive Species Unit – KW

BV, AH
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Item Action by

KW: funding three year programme, working for water, drought relief, working for wetlands, 
also special programme that deals with mallards.

Ratified minutes are on website: http://zpaac.org.za/zpaac-minutes/ 

4. City Matters

 The reserve management plans need to be updated. The zoning challenge need to 
address the dog permit issue on Park Island. The community meeting did not happen
in November, KW will schedule this. 
ACTION: KW to schedule and coordinate as an CoCT official a public meeting 
to address dog permission on Park Island. 

 DG and KW presented the zonation plan and showed how this affects activities. JW 
suggested a nuts and bolts working meeting to clarify exactly the boundaries of the 
different zones. DG and KW to suggest a date in February.

Sewer spills report back

 No further serious spills. The vlei did not suffer due to loadshedding, there are 10 
pump stations in Marina da Gama but they seemed to have had enough reserve 
capacity

 Reserve capacity may be due to lower water usage which helps with pump capacity 
(does have some higher blockages but not too hectic). Very interesting to see how 
the changed water habits and increased household storage will change the sewer 
overflow patterns.

 NT: contingency plan for sewer spills – is there an updated emergency protocol? 
There was a meeting held at Westlake recently, not typed up yet. KW to action 
Suretha. The skeleton structure is there, and this will form part of the subsidiary plan 
set.

 KW now have enough biodigestion enzymes to help with clean-ups.

Communication issues

How do we improve communication between the city and everyone else, to keep everyone 
reasonably happy?
ACTION: what are the big ‘bug bears’:
- mouth openings – need the schedule and record the past events too.
- water quality report
- condition of the weed
Find a way for this to be running in the background to keep this info accessible.
Some ways of information need media clearance as a City official.
for inclusion into quarterly reports – meet when the quarterly reports are due. Look at the 
Table Bay quarterly reports for a good template.
There is a lack of prominence of the reserve, the quarterly report helps to improve this.
Use the reports to feed social media, mailing lists.

ZENR matters

 Had a busy month. Have taken control of the Rendezvous building, had more staff, 
including an admin intern. Staff will be on duty for the entire Christmas period. 

 There were a few events, a successful walk-and-talk.
 The building will now be used to promote environmental education and generally be 

encouraged to be used as a community facility, as a gateway to the reserve.
 The Zandvlei parkrun will change the start of their event to the Rendezvous on 5 

January.  
 The Zandvlei Trust donated four spotlights to the reserve which helps with night 

KW

DG, KW

KW

KW

http://zpaac.org.za/zpaac-minutes/
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counts. In future these can be open to the public in small groups.
 Also motivate for a permanent office assistant at Zandvlei.

ACTION: KW make list of most urgent staff needs, feedback to ZPAAC which feeds 
to Ward Councillor. 

KW

5.
Province Matters: DEA&DP

 Estuary Management Programme
The Draft Zandvlei EMP was handed over to the City of Cape, it is up to the City to go 
through the formal process of gazetting the EMP.  

 State of the Coast Reporting – EADP 4/2016
The State of the Coast project continues. The Draft Monitoring and Evaluation Framework 
was circulated for PSC comment on the 20th of November 2018. The Draft Estuaries 
Business Requirement Specifications document was circulated to the PSC for comment. The
BRS document was sent to Ce-I for their inputs. The information for the Departmental web 
page development is on-going and the poster development on-going. A revised project 
schedule was agreed to at the PSC meeting, with final deliverables expected at the end of 
February 2019. 

 Capacity Building, Awareness and Education
An ICM Lekgotla will be held from 6 to 8 February 2019. The Subdirectorate serve on the 
PSC for this initiative and will be working closely with DEA to ensure implementation of the 
ICM Lekgotla.  https://www.icmlekgotla.com/ 

 Audit of Coastal Access and Implementation of a Pilot Study is in the Overberg 
District and is in progress.  

 Coastal Management Lines and Implementation Mechanism
Active engagement with the City of Cape Town is underway to finalise all the necessary 
submissions for attention of the Minister regarding the advertisement of the intention to 
establish the CML.

6. Memberships and Representatives Update 

GL: Is CBC’s Felicity on ZPAAC? She did submit the letter but is not listed. BV to 
follow up.

BV

7. Project list report back and update

 Weed harvester: 

LG: With the current high water level the weed is growing up to a certain level, when the 
water level drops the weed will be exposed but without a weed harvester to remove it. This is
an issue. 
JW: It is complex. This is a design problem (of how MdG was built) and a problem because 
the weed harvester is broken. The problem is not the funds, the problem is an administrative 
problem. Not enough capital on the budget to get the tender in place. We will likely be able to
get a weed harvester in two years. Not keen to move the Princessvlei harvester because it 
does not work well in this context. 
JW: We need the past information to help us manipulate things in future. – water level 
management, but this created other challenges, around water level, pond weed (higher 
nutrients go to algae). Perhaps get two weed harvesters, one big one and a smaller one to 
serve different functions. KW: look at the specs again. AH: send example of small machine to
KW. JW: to put in demands for tender by mid-January (don’t need specs for this). Also look 
at the operator requirements. Also push for an operator.
LG: The operator at Princessvlei may be idle and could be repurposed. JW to investigate.

Dalton put in capital budgets for Zandvlei. ACTION DG: Send list of capital asks. Bear in 

 

AH
KW

DG

https://www.icmlekgotla.com/
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mind that maintenance and capital are different lists.

 Litter trap

BV did get feedback and willingness to assist from Env. consultants.
Suretha Dorese and KW has spoken about an engineered littertrap, BV sent the reports and 
the details of the consultants willing to do EIAs. Suretha has confirmed receipt. KW to 
investigate how to move this forward.

Litter traps work well, collecting a lot of litter. Arranged for a truck and trailer rather than 
plastic bags. Who is cleaning the litter traps during the festive season? Alphonse’s team 
should be on it. 
The preparedness of the teams who arrive to clean are at times lacking. 
KW: Help to facilitate meeting with Telcott.

KW

 Litter reduction upstream and in general

Litter skips, chemical toilets are often inappropriately placed. Many collection places are in 
red zones – dangerous to work in. Need to clean before rain comes – a logistics issue.
AT: Initiative Elisia Bosman (subcouncil manager) to start an education campaign against 
illegal dumping. CG to contact Elisa because of current plans in existence
CG: how to recycle foil packets and Styrofoam? Who to speak to? Alison Davidson – 
recycling person with Solid Waste problem. 
The solid waste needs to be addressed at catchment level. 
AR: There is an awareness effort through Lindie <> 
CTEET in discussion with DEA and the City to launch a river wardens and community safety 
programme – Sand river catchment and Disa river in Hout Bay. Work with communities. 
Hope to launch 2019.
Catchment management: TDA (transport dept) recently met with Richard Nel and Andrew 
McDonald to move the silo’s from catchment management into one thing – e.g. solid waste 
and stormwater … 
There is a huge move to re-engineer catchment management. There has been a much 
greater recognition of how important catchments are and to consolidate them. This will be a 
better place to deal with Solid Waste, for example.
Attempting to move inappropriate placement of skips and chemical toilets is tricky but 
speaking to Richard Nel may help. Speak to Alison about skips – local businesses adopt a 
skip?
Cleaning up canals with a forklift used to work, what is the current status?
JW: has not been done in last three years.
KW: Ask Dalton how the forklift cleaning was organised.

CG

KW

 Dredging / Sediment Management

Port Owen waiting for national DEA (National) for info of dredging head. Is this issue covered
in MMP? If not then need to apply to national. BV not sure what is the problem here, 
explained that Damian Gibbs (Yacht club) managed to get Port Owen to agree to let us use 
their dredger, and the Zeekoevlei Yacht Club offered transport. BV requested assistance 
from KW. Priority is dredging the mouth which does not need any EIA or permissions.

WEIR: Need to relook at weir construction and management. Abdulla responded via email 
that there is no budget.
JW: Sandra Fowkes did work on the weir level, got CSIR involved, this was the basis of 
lowering the weir. Report on moveable <> - Cherry

BV, KW

JW
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We need to dredge the mouth urgently – this is the single most critical thing that 
needs to happen at Zandvlei.
JW: Will look for budget.

AMK: The attempt at dredging two years ago was not sufficient. We need to remove approx. 
13 times the amount removed two years ago and needs to be an annual event. 

LG: sediment thing at Durban. KW to speak to Richard Boom. Julie May 
 Nutrient Management and integrated estuary management in general.

Generally seeing a lot of algae, a bit more than usual. Pondweed was a bit delayed but 
coming up now. 

Candice Haskins water quality report out, pdf on the new Zandvlei Catchment Forum (ZCF) 
section on the website: http://zpaac.org.za/zcf 

 Water Quality Monitoring : Analysis and Citizen science

High frequency (ideally weekly) sampling and reporting on the website in a simple dashboard
format is the goal. Salinity, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen (probe is expensive) 
temperature ? and ideally E.coli. Need the meters, volunteers and training.

NT: National DEA has employed monitors – mainly coastal monitors – are there any here ? 
BV to follow up.

Reserve staff does this monitoring themselves between October and <>. Can put on website,
update frequently.

MCA : There is a new salinity monitor at the reserve. We need training on how to use it, and 
even a volunteer to take ownership of using the instrument to generate data.

ACTION : GL to provide the guideline doc that was on the Zandvlei Trust website that shows 
how to do the sampling. All to help with ideas. MM to help with data visualisation in the 
future.

BV, 

8. Financial, Operational and Political Strategy

Introduced Alan Cameron (Places Plus), who has been appointed by the Dream Zandvlei 
group, in collaboration with The Zandvlei Trust to develop a strategy to enable economic 
development to further social and environmental inclusivity. He is being paid through the 
Zandvlei Trust for 6 months but the goal is that he will generate his own funding through the 
project. A community (open) meeting will be held to further discuss the ‘Dream Zandvlei’ 
concepts on 2 February.

9. General

There have been a lot of snake activity in Marina – cobra! Quemic control number: 083 499 1717 
ASI snake app.

10. Any Other Business: 

Proposed meetings for 2019: Wednesdays, 14:00, Zandvlei Sports Club. Draft schedule has 
been received from NT (Provincial level). DG advised that council schedules are being 
finalised late January, after which ZPAAC meetings will be set to minimise schedule conflicts.

BV to 
contact 
Yvette for

http://zpaac.org.za/zcf
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The general meetings should be scheduled to coincide with the ZENR quarterly reports – KW
to advise.

2 February: Dream Zandvlei community meeting, Zandvlei Sports Club, 15:00 – 17:00.
February: working meeting about zonation plan, nuts and bolts. ACTION: DG and KW to 
suggest a date.
June : joint ZPAAC ZCF meeting – water quality.

Council 
schedule

11. Next Meeting:     TBC

Meeting closed:   16:00


